Russia-Denmark project of education and upbringmg
Project purpose
Improvement of the quality of education of Russian and Danish on the base of
the integration of the Russian and European (Denmark) educational space,
Project tasks
1. Exchanging of experience and the results of work in the sphere of
education
2. Development of science realizations between the educational
establishments of organisation of students5 visits, joint classes,
workshops and other events.
3. Realization of the joint Programs on the matters of languages, culture and
sports, tourism and rest organization.
4. Mutual work to learn the life, the historv, the culture, the traditions and
customs of Denmark and Russia.
5. Realization of the joint youth programs aiming at the development of the
two countries students' potential«
6. Development of mutual understanding between the nations, overcoming
the language barrier, training tolerance and deep respect to each other.

Agreement between School N3 of Zhukovsky (Russia)
and Hørup Centralskole (Denmark)
May 22, 2012.
Zhukovsky, Moscow region.
Attaching great importance to further development and strengthing of friendly relations between the two
countries and being guided by the solution of Bologna process on the integration of Russian and European
system of educational base, Administration of the School N3 of Zhukovsky in the person of the Principal
Leushkina Marina and Hørup Centralskole in the person of the Principal Karen Marie Hougård cailed the
Parts below basing themselves on mutual interest in the development, keeping and extension of the bilateral
educational and cultural connections came to the following Agreement:
Item 1.

^

According to the active legislation of sovereign states and on the basis of mutual benefit the Parts will
accomplish all-round cooperation based on friendly relations, confidence, mutual respect, on the principals
of mutual understanding, equal right partnership in the following directions:
- educational activity,
- cultural activity
- sport and leisure activity and tourism.
Item 2.
The Parts will exchange the information about their activity, results, problems. The Parts will officially
register their interrelations in the form of yearly concerning Statements (Agreement) of cooperation.
Item 3,
The Parts will exchange the delegations, consultants, students, specialists in order to improve their
educational process and specialists' preparations. During the visit the host Part bears all the expenses,
including: transporting, residence and organizing entertainment.
Item 4.

The Parts will promote the connections between the educational establishments organizing classes,
lectures, workshops and exchange of talented students' groups.
Item 5.
The Parts will plan and realize the mutual programs on the subject of languages and sport, tourism and
organizing leisure activities.
Item 6.
On the mutual basis the Parts will do the work on learning the national history, life, culture, customs and
traditions of the two countries.
Item 7.

The Parts will plan and realize the joint youth programs in order to develop the students' potential of the
both Parts.

Item 8.

This agreement comes to force right after the Part sighn it and works up to the moment of its abrogating.
Item 9.

The Agreement can be abrogated at any time of its working period on the basis of mutual agreement of
the Parts made in written form.
The Agreement will be considered to be abrogated after three months since the day when one of the
Parts informs the other one about stopping the Agreement work in written form.
The Agreement can be supplemented or changed on the basis of mutual agreement of the Parts. All the
changes and supplements to this agreement are real if they are made in written form and are signed by both
Parts.
The Parts will jointly consider the problems arising in the process of the Agreemet realization and will
find the ways of their decisions.
This Agreement is made in the town of Zhukovsky, Moscow region, the Russian Federation on the
twenty-second of May, 2012, in two copies: in Russian and in English.
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